
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR 
THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA  

KIOWA TRIBE and COMANCHE 
NATION, 
     Plaintiffs, 
 
      v. 
 
THE UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
et al. 
     Defendants. 

 
)
)
)
)
)
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

 
 
 
 
             
CIV-22-425-G 
               
 
 

 
RESPONSE TO MOTION FOR TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER OF 

FEDERAL DEFENDANTS WITH BRIEF IN SUPPORT 
 
 The United States Department of the Interior; Bryan Newland, in his official 

capacity as Assistant Secretary – Indian Affairs; and Darryl LaCounte, in his official 

capacity as Director of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“Federal Defendants”) respond to 

Plaintiffs’ Kiowa Tribe and Comanche Nation’s Motion for Temporary Restraining Order 

(“TRO”)1 and state: 

INTRODUCTION 

 In their Motion, Plaintiffs ask this Court “to stop an illegal gambling business” from 

opening on June 1, 2022. Plaintiffs’ ask rests on two false premises: (1) that the issues in 

this case have already been determined by operation of a 2005 case settled by agreement 

of the parties there involved after issuance of a preliminary injunction by Judge Stephen P. 

 
1 ECF No. 3. 
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Friot (“Judge Friot”),2 and (2) that Plaintiffs have just now learned of this imminent threat 

such that a TRO, and further action, is urgently required. But these cases are not the same: 

they do not involve the same parties or the same land. On the contrary, the land at issue in 

this case transferred in 2001, and the Fort Sill Apache Tribe (“FSA Tribe”) has operated 

other business on that land in the time between 2001 and today without any apparent need 

for a TRO. This emergency appears manufactured. 

 Indeed, despite an apparent awareness that a gaming facility was under construction 

and a job fair held,3 Plaintiffs waited to file this case and their Motion until May 24, 2022.4 

The Court then set an expedited briefing schedule, calling for any written response to be 

filed on or before May 27, 2022, with argument to be held on May 31, 2022, in advance of 

the June 1, 2022, deadline identified by Plaintiffs. The Federal Defendants will thus have 

had little more than two days to marshal needed evidence regarding this unique parcel of 

land and to brief the complex issues raised. Despite this truncated timeframe, the Federal 

Defendants have ascertained that Plaintiffs’ claims suffer from a glaring procedural 

deficiency. 

 
2 Comanche Nation v. United States, 393 F. Supp. 2d 1196; CIV-05-328-F (W.D. Okla. 
2005. 
3 Compl., ECF No. 1, ¶¶ 43, 48, 51. 
4 Id.; Mot., ECF No. 3. The Federal Defendants would note that proper service was not 
made with respect to either the Complaint or the Motion which were received late in the 
day on May 24, 2022, via email. The Federal Defendants are still waiting for service 
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4 of the Complaint in this case, specially appear 
to address the Motion, and do not waive service or any defenses related thereto or with 
respect to the Complaint. 
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FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

 In May 1901, the United States took an original Kiowa allotment into trust on behalf 

of George Tsalote, a member of the Kiowa Tribe (“the Tsalote Allotment”).5 The Tsalote 

Allotment has remained in trust with the United States since that time. In June 2001, the 

then-owner of the Tsalote Allotment negotiated a sale of the Tsalote Allotment with the 

FSA Tribe.6 The Superintendent of the Bureau of Indian Affairs (“BIA”), Anadarko 

Agency (“Superintendent”) issued notice via certified mail, return receipt requested of “an 

application for acquisition of land by the United States to be held in trust for the use and 

benefit of the” FSA Tribe to the Apache Tribe, Comanche Nation, and the Kiowa Tribe on 

June 5, 2001.7  

 The Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Intertribal Land Use Committee (“KCA Land 

Use Committee”) and the Apache Tribe responded on June 14, 2001, seeking an extension 

to submit comments,8 but the Superintendent notified them that the then-owner did not 

wish to further negotiate.9  Their request for an extension was therefore denied, and both 

the KCA Land Use Committee and the Apache Tribe were advised that the “sale [would] 

be approved when all casework is completed.”10 The Kiowa Tribe did not respond.  

 
5 Patent No. 802-6648, Ex. 1. 
6 Landowner Letter, Ex. 2. 
7 Notices, Ex. 3. 
8 Response to Notices, Ex. 4. 
9 Landowner Letter, Ex. 2. 
10 Reply to KCA Land Use Committee and Apache Tribe, Ex. 5. 
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 The Tsalote Allotment was transferred in a trust-to-trust transfer to the FSA Tribe.11 

The Deed to Restricted Indian Land (“Deed”) memorializing the transfer was stamped on 

the right-hand side “Received/Recorded” on July 24, 2001.12 On that same day, it was 

microfilmed and given document number 032927-01.13 Since 2001, the FSA Tribe opened 

and began operating a gas station and convenience store on the Tsalote Allotment. Indeed, 

based on enquiries made by the Kiowa Tribe in July 2002, all questions regarding transfer 

to the FSA Tribe of the Tsalote Allotment and the implications of same would seem to be 

long ago extinguished.14 

 Years later, the Comanche Nation brought suit before Judge Friot with respect to an 

entirely distinct original Comanche allotment, the Kerchee Allotment.15 The Kiowa Tribe 

was not a party to that case, and notice to the Kiowa Tribe regarding transfer of an original 

Comanche allotment was not at issue as solely “prior consent from the Comanche Nation” 

was in dispute.16 The Kiowa Tribe was thus not a signatory to the Settlement Agreement.17 

 
11 Deed, Ex. 6. 
12 Id.  
13 Id. Later versions of the Deed bear an additional stamp dated May 16, 2017, along with 
its microfilm number, reflecting when the Deed was imaged/digitized for the Trust Images 
Repository. 
14 Correspondence between the Kiowa Tribe and the Department of the Interior, Ex. 7. 
15 Comanche Nation, 393 F. Supp. 2d 1196, Compl., ECF No. 1, at 1-2. 
16 Id. at ¶ 25; Compl., Ex. 2, at 1.  
17 Interestingly, however, and pursuant to the Settlement Agreement, prospective notice to 
the Comanche Nation regarding trust acquisitions of real property located within the 
boundaries of the KCA Reservation at large (and thus arguably beyond the bounds of an 
original Comanche allotment) hinged on whether the real property was held in fee. Compl., 
Ex. 2, at ¶ 5. 
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STANDARD 

An injunction is an extraordinary remedy, so the right to relief must be “clear and 

unequivocal.”18 “In general, ‘a preliminary injunction . . . is the exception rather than the 

rule.’”19 And “[a] plaintiff seeking a preliminary injunction [or TRO] must establish that 

he is likely to succeed on the merits, that he is likely to suffer irreparable harm in the 

absence of preliminary relief, that the balance of equities tips in his favor, and that an 

injunction is in the public interest.”20 Plaintiffs bear the burden of establishing each factor, 

none of which may be relaxed.21 Plaintiffs have not borne their burden here. 

DISCUSSION 

 Of the four factors Plaintiffs must satisfy for the issuance of a TRO, Plaintiffs focus 

on the merits. But stripping back an attempt to confuse the instant case with entirely distinct 

litigation, Plaintiffs’ base claim—that the Tsalote Allotment was invalidly transferred—

suffers a significant procedural deficiency, making a likelihood of their success on the 

merits a distant thing. Plaintiffs’ two remaining claims rest on that base claim like a house 

 
18 Beltronics USA, Inc. v. Midwest Inventory Distrib., LLC, 562 F.3d 1067, 1070 (10th Cir. 
2009). 
19 Gen. Motors Corp. v. Urban Gorilla, LLC, 500 F.3d 1222, 1226 (10th Cir. 2007) 
(quoting GTE Corp. v. Williams, 731 F.2d 676, 678 (10th Cir. 1984)). 
20 Winter v. Nat’l Resources Defense Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 20 (2008). 
21 Dine Citizens Against Ruining Our Env’t v. Jewell, 839 F.3d 1276, 1282 (10th Cir. 2016) 
(holding it impermissible to relax one of the prongs and thereby to deviate from the test). 
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of cards, and with the base removed, the cards fall. And the remaining factors for issuance 

of a TRO are not to be treated casually, yet Plaintiffs fail to seriously address them.  

I. Plaintiffs are not likely to succeed on the merits of their APA claim against 
the Federal Defendants because that claim is time-barred.22 
 

 Plaintiffs’ sole claim against the Federal Defendants invokes the limited waiver of 

sovereign immunity provided by the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), 5 U.S.C. §§ 

702-706.  Specifically, Plaintiffs allege that the Federal Defendants’ approval of the trust-

to-trust transfer of the Tsalote Allotment to the FSA Tribe was arbitrary, capricious, an 

abuse of discretion, and contrary to law.23 But Plaintiffs’ challenge of a land transfer 

occurring twenty-one years ago is untimely, and Plaintiffs cannot show a likelihood of 

success on the merits.24  

 APA actions “shall forever be barred unless the complaint is filed within six years 

after the right of action first accrues.”25 “A claim against [the] United States first accrues 

on the date when all events have occurred which fix the liability of the Government and 

 
22 Additionally, the Comanche Nation’s standing to bring this lawsuit is unclear. The 
outcome of this case, and this TRO, would not appear to impact the Comanche Nation’s 
ability to exercise jurisdiction over an original Kiowa allotment, much as the Kiowa Tribe 
was not a party to the 2005 case regarding an original Comanche allotment.   
23 Compl., ¶¶ 62-63.   
24 See Comanche Nation of Okla. V. Zinke, 754 F. App’x. 768, 771-72 (10th Cir. 2018) 
(finding Comanche Nation is unlikely to prevail on the merits of its APA challenge because 
“the claim appears to be untimely.).   
25 28 U.S.C. § 2401(a); see Impact Energy Res., LLC v. Salazar, 693 F.3d 1239, 1245-46 
(10th Cir. 2012) (“APA claims are generally covered by the six-year limitations period 
contained in 28 U.S.C. § 2401(a).”). 
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entitle the claimant to institute an action.”26 Even though separate and distinct litigation, 

Judge Friot held in 2005 that “the statute of limitations, for purposes of [28 U.S.C.] § 

2401(a), does not commence running until the plaintiff knew or should have known the 

facts upon which its claims are based.”27 For tribal land transfers, this would have been no 

later than the date the Deed was recorded in the BIA land titles and records office.28     

 In this case, the Superintendent of the BIA provided written notice to the Kiowa 

Tribe, the Comanche Nation, and the Apache Tribe of the proposed transfer of land at issue 

in this lawsuit.29 All of the tribes signed certified mail return receipts indicating their 

acknowledgement of the receipt of this written notice.30 The Kiowa Tribe never responded, 

and additional correspondence between the KCA Land Use Committee and the BIA 

indicated BIA’s intent to proceed with the land transfer at the landowner’s request.31  

Finally, the Deed was recorded on July 24, 2001. Thus, the six-year statute of limitations 

under § 2401(a) began to run no later than July 24, 2001.32   

 
26 Ute Distribution Corp. v. Sec’y of Interior, 584 F. 3d 1275, 1282 (10th Cir. 2009 
(citations omitted).   
27 Comanche Nation, 393 F. Supp. 2d at 1208 (citations omitted). 
28 Id. (finding that the Comanche Nation, through the exercise of reasonable diligence, 
could have been on notice of the facts giving rise to its claim on the date the deed was 
recorded in the BIA land titles and records office).   
29 Ex. 3. 
30 Id. at 5-6. 
31 Ex. 5 (“This sale will be approved when all the casework is completed.”); Ex. 7.  
32 Moreover, correspondence to the Kiowa Tribe on July 18, 2002, confirmed the land was 
held in trust for the FSA Tribe. Ex. 7.   
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 Plaintiffs’ claims against the Federal Defendants are brought well beyond the six-

year statute of limitations. Plaintiffs cannot show likelihood of success on the merits for 

claims that are time-barred. For this reason, Plaintiffs’ Motion for TRO should be denied.     

II. Plaintiffs fail to seriously address the remaining factors for issuance of a 
TRO which is their burden. 
 
A. Economic impact alone is insufficient to establish irreparable harm. 

 Plaintiffs cannot base irreparable injury on speculative harm; rather, the alleged 

harm must be “certain, great, actual and not theoretical.”33 “[P]urely speculative harm does 

not amount to irreparable injury . . . . [A] plaintiff must show a ‘significant risk of 

irreparable harm . . . .’”34 “Moreover, the injury must be ‘likely to occur before the district 

court rules on the merits.’”35 

 Here, Plaintiffs cite direct competition as the irreparable harm at issue,36 and 

contend there is a “high likelihood” that the proposed gaming facility “will divert 

customers and cause Plaintiffs’ casinos to lose profits.” These claimed economic injuries 

are quintessentially speculative. The two closest competing casinos sit sixteen miles away, 

with two additional casinos sitting approximately thirty miles away from the proposed 

 
33 New Mexico Dep’t of Game & Fish v. United States Dep’t of Interior, 854 F.3d 1236, 
1251 (10th Cir. 2017). 
34 Greater Yellowstone Coal. v. Flowers, 321 F.3d 1250, 1258 (10th Cir. 2003). 
35 New Mexico Dep’t of Game & Fish, 854 F.3d at 1250 (quoting Greater Yellowstone 
Coal. v. Flowers, 321 F.3d 1250, 1260 (10th Cir. 2003)). 
36 Mot. at 21. 
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site.37 Plaintiffs thus establish that the area supports four casinos now, and while they attest 

to the trickledown impact of decreased revenue, they fail to indicate whether such decrease 

in revenue is in fact anticipated or to what extent. Plaintiffs thus fail to establish irreparable 

injury with such speculative harm. 

B. Plaintiffs address the economic impact on themselves alone without 
seriously balancing the equities and wholly fail to seriously address the 
public interest factor. 
 

 A movant seeking a temporary restraining order or preliminary injunction bears the 

burden of establishing that “the threatened injury to the movant outweighs the injury to the 

other party under the preliminary injunction.”38 The movant is also required to demonstrate 

that the injunction “is not adverse to the public interest.”39 And when the government is 

the opposing party, these factors “merge.”40 

 With respect to balance of the harms, Plaintiffs merely state, “[t]he Warm Springs 

Casino is not operation [sic] and therefore the FSA Tribe will lose no revenue.”41 But the 

FSA Tribe has apparently constructed a gaming facility, and Plaintiffs noted that the FSA 

Tribe had announced a job fair to hire employees42 and that a member of the Comanche 

 
37 Mot. at 21. 
38 Kikumura v. Hurley, 242 F.3d 950, 955 (10th Cir. 2001). 
39 Heideman v. S. Salt Lake City, 348 F.3d 1182, 1191 (10th Cir. 2003) (citing Kikumura, 
242 F.3d at 955). 
40 Aposhian v. Barr, 958 F.3d 969, 990-91 (10th Cir. 2020). 
41 Mot. at 23. 
42 Id. at 7. 
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Nation had entered the gaming facility and learned that it would soon open.43 It stands to 

reason that the FSA Tribe has likely hired employees and has readied itself for opening 

day. The FSA Tribe’s harms are thus not speculative; they could be potentially significant, 

and Plaintiffs fail to seriously balance those harms against their own speculative injuries. 

 Plaintiffs nevertheless attempt to prop up this factor by asserting that the FSA Tribe 

would be operating an illegal gambling business.44 This is a serious charge indeed, and the 

Federal Defendants note that, although not directed to them, it is not entirely clear whether 

Plaintiffs attempt a civil RICO claim. Regardless, that claim would seem to rest on the 

transfer of the Tsalote Allotment itself which, as demonstrated above, was plainly noticed, 

recorded, and effective.  

 Similarly, with respect to the public interest factor, Plaintiffs solely proffer that 

“[t]he public has an interest in ensuring that gaming operations are conducted pursuant to 

applicable laws, such as IGRA.”45 True enough, but this factor looks outward—to the 

public—and to interests lying beyond the instant litigation. Plaintiffs’ assertion merely 

harkens back to Count Two. Much as with Plaintiffs’ RICO claim, such serious allegations 

are deserving of further and more robust briefing as each is based on a very serious and 

complex statutory scheme.46  

 
43 Compl. ¶ 51. 
44 Mot. at 23. 
45 Mot. at 23. 
46 The Federal Defendants note that, although not directed to the Federal Defendants, it is 
not entirely clear whether Plaintiffs attempt a civil RICO claim. Regardless, that claim 
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 Nevertheless, these claims appear premised on the transfer of the Tsalote Allotment 

itself—a transfer regarding which the Kiowa Tribe (and the Comanche Nation) received 

notice, for which the Deed was recorded, and regarding which the Kiowa Nation sought 

clarification with respect to jurisdiction. By merely pointing to bare assertions, Plaintiffs 

have not borne their burden on the last two factors.  

CONCLUSION 

 Based on the foregoing, the Federal Defendants urge the Court to deny Plaintiffs’ 

Motion for Temporary Restraining Order. 

 

 Respectfully Submitted, 

 ROBERT J. TROESTER 
 United States Attorney   

    s/ Cara Rodriguez    
Cara Rodriguez, OBA #21794 
Alison E. Spurlock, DC Bar 1017476 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
210 Park Avenue, Suite 400 
Oklahoma City, OK  73102 
(405) 553-8700   
Cara.Rodriguez@usdoj.gov 
Alison.Spurlock@usdoj.gov  

      Counsel for Federal Defendants 

 

 

 

 
would seem to rest on the transfer of the Tsalote Allotment itself and is certainly deserving 
of further and more robust briefing. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 
 X   I hereby certify that on May 27, 2022, the attached document(s) were served by 

electronic mail on the following: 
 
  Victoria Holland 
  vholland@devollaw.com 
 
  Phillip Thompson 
  philliptho@icloud.com  
 
  Valerie Devol 
  vdevol@devollaw.com 
 
  A. Daniel Woska 
  dwoska@devollaw.com  
    
 
 

s/ Cara Rodriguez 
Assistant U.S. Attorney 
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